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In   December   2018,   the   USC   Board   of   Trustees   voted   in   support   of   Interim   President   

Wanda   Austin’s   termination   of   Marshall   School   of   Business   Dean   James   Ellis.   This   decision   

prompted   several   University   alumni   and   the   USC   Marshall   Board   of   Leaders   to   pen   

strongly-worded   letters   criticizing   Austin’s   decision.   These   pieces   piled   onto   an   outpouring   of   1

public   disapproval   from   hundreds   of   Marshall   community   members   since   Ellis   announced   his   

removal   the   same   month.   However,   in   their   rush   to   defend   Ellis,   his   supporters   risked   2

overlooking   a   key   issue:   whether   or   not   building   an   equitable   culture   at   Marshall   means   simply   

enrolling   minority   students   or   actively   seeking   their   inclusion.   

On   paper,   Marshall   is   nationally   renowned   for   its   diversity,   ranking   11th   on   

BetterBusiness’   index   of   “30   Best   Business   Schools   For   Diversity.”   Ellis’   op-ed   in   the   Los   3

Angeles   Times   adds   to   these   statistics,   claiming   that   his   tenure   saw   Marshall   garner   a   

majority-female   MBA   class   of   2020   and   “among   the   highest   percentage   of   underrepresented   

minorities   of   any   major   business   school   in   the   country.”       4

However,   Ellis’   tenure   also   saw   123   complaints   to   the   Office   of   Equity   and   Diversity   

over   the   past   10   years,   with   three   or   four   related   to   Ellis   himself.   Ellis’   alleged   mismanagement   5

of   these   complaints   is   the   premise   of   Interim   President   Austin’s   decision   to   replace   him   as   Dean   

of   Marshall.   

This   premise   is   absent   in   the   vast   majority   of   the   letters   and   editorials   published   on   the   “I   

Stand   With   Dean   Ellis”   website,   as   they   focus   on   Austin’s   lack   of   transparency   and   the   strength   6

1  Marshall   Board   of   Leaders,   “A   Call   to   Stewardship”   
2  “I   Stand   With   Dean   Ellis.”   
3  BetterBusiness.   “The   30   Best   Business   Schools   For   Diversity.”   
4  Ellis,   James.   “Setting   the   record   straight   about   my   departure   from   USC.”   
5  Cifuentes,   Consuelo,   Kmack,   Sam.   “How   USC   Fired   One   Dean,   Hired   Another,   And   Kept   Itself   Mired   In   
Controversy.”   
6  “I   stand   with   Dean   Ellis.”   



of   Ellis’   character.   Only   a   handful   of   the   published   letters   mention   diversity   and   inclusion   at   

Marshall,   and   none   contribute   concrete   evidence   of   Ellis’   specific   contributions.   

These   responses   fail   to   address   the   actual   question   behind   Ellis’   removal:   how—and   if   —   

his   leadership   fostered   a   culture   of   inclusivity   at   Marshall.   Whether   or   not   Ellis   deserved   to   get   

fired,   his   supporters’   shallow   responses   are   symptomatic   of   a   far   more   serious   problem:   a   

superficial   conception   of   equity   and   inclusion.   

The   few   responses   arguing   that   Ellis   advanced   equity   at   Marshall   generally   resort   to   

listing   diversity   statistics,   such   as   the   Marshall   student   body’s   relatively   high   representation   of   

minorities,   the   incoming   MBA   class’   achievement   of   gender   parity,   and   the   majority-women   

composition   of   Ellis’   board.   They   often   cite   the   Bloomberg   Businessweek   report,   which   ranks   

Marshall   as   the   13th   best   business   school   in   the   U.S.   in   2018.   The   report   found   that   a   substantial   

majority   of   women,   racial   minorities,   and   other   underrepresented   groups   rated   the   climate   at   

Marshall   as   “extremely   positive.”   7

While   facts   and   figures   serve   as   valuable   tools   to   gauge   an   institution’s   ability   to   serve   its   

students’   needs,   they   are   by   no   means   an   all-encompassing   representation   of   student   experiences.   

Vague   rankings   such   as   “extremely   positive”   are   inherently   incapable   of   conveying   the   everyday   

slights   and   insults   that   a   minority   student   may   face.   These   aggressions   are   actually   quite   

common.   

In   2019,   the   Daily   Trojan   reported   that   alumnus   Joshua   Ogundu   studied   under   professors   

who   “made   ‘racially   charged’   jokes.”   In   2020,   the   @black_at_usc   Instagram   page   revealed   at   8

least   five   stories   about   anti-Blackness   exhibited   by   Marshall   students   and   professors.     

7  “USC   (Marshall).”   Bloomberg   Business   Report.   
8  Klick,   Andrea,   Speier,   Mia.   “Marshall   community   expresses   outrage,   criticism   with   dean’s   termination.”   



One   female   Black   alumnus   (Class   of   2015)   reported   that   her   white   male   classmate   told   

her   she   needed   to   be   “10x   better   at   finance   than   [him]”    because   “when   you   talk,   I   automatically   

tune   you   out   as   the   token,   hot   Black   chick   they   put   you   on   brochures   and   websites.”     9

Another   Black   junior   reported   that   a   Marshall   diversity   and   inclusion   panel   failed   to   tap   

any   underrepresented   minorities;   all   three   panelists   were   “older   white   women.”   One   panelist   told   

a   story   about   how   she   was   shocked   that   a   gay   Black   coworker   was   a   “normal   human   being.”   10

And   in   the   wake   of   Professor   Patton’s   firing,   a   Black   freshman   lamented   that   “I   feel   like   

Dr.   Patton   is   being   used   as   USC’s   scapegoat   so   that   they   don’t   have   to   address   the   true   issues   

we’ve   been   facing.”   The   comments   section   indicates   that   many   Trojans   share   this   student’s   

sentiment   that   USC’s   anti-racism   efforts   have   been   purely   performative.   

It   is   reasonable   to   assume   that   many   more   stories   of   institutional   hostility   toward   

minorities   potentially   remain   untold.   

These   experiences   may   not   be   representative   of   those   of   all   students,   but   they   suggest   a   

continuing   pattern   of   unacceptable   conduct   that   the   Dean   of   Marshall   has   the   responsibility   to   

investigate   and   resolve.   Marshall’s   enrollment   of   minorities   does   not   necessarily   entail   that   those   

students   feel   included   in   campus   culture.   Ellis’   supporters   must   acknowledge   that   Ellis’   job   was   

not   only   to   increase   diversity   but   inclusion   as   well.   

Moreover,   these   defensive   responses   place   diversity   statistics   next   to   national   rankings   

instead   of   examining   their   implications   on   student   life,   framing   them   as   simply   another   item   on   

the   University’s   laundry   list   of   achievements.   This   treatment   ultimately   prioritizes   institutional   

9  Sol.   @black_at_usc   
10  Sol.   @black_at_usc   



prestige   over   the   inclusion   of   marginalized   students,   an   incredibly   warped   and   hardly   winsome   

framework   to   use   in   criticizing   Austin’s   initiative.   

Ultimately,   surface-level   examinations   of   equity   at   Marshall   contribute   to   a   campus   

discourse   that   neglects   the   comprehensive   needs   of   underrepresented   groups.   The   Marshall   

community   must   stop   hiding   behind   statistics   and   start   listening   to   the   members   it   has   

systematically   excluded.   As   long   as   the   Trojan   Family   works   toward   building   a   culture   of   

inclusion,   it   can   move   beyond   scandals   like   Ellis’   downfall.   

  

Addendum:   

This   article   is   adapted   from   an   Opinion   piece   published   in   the   Daily   Trojan   in   2019.   11

Two   days   after   the   Daily   Trojan   published   my   article,   Professor   Patrick   Henry   of   USC   Marshall   

emailed   me   to   share   how   “s[h]ocked”   he   was   “at   i[t]s   superficiality   and   simplicity   of   a   very   

complex   situation   regarding   Dean   Ellis’   termination.”   Professor   Henry   criticized   my   portrayal   12

of   diversity   and   inclusion   at   Marshall   by   assuming   that   “as   a   LASH   student   you   haven’t   taken   an   

analytics   class”   and   implying   that   I   was   ignorant   of   the   definition   of   the   word   “pattern.”   He   then   

proceeded   to   invite   me   to   “open   a   dialogue”   with   him.   

Regardless   of   whether   Professor   Henry’s   criticism   was   justified,   it   is   extremely   troubling   

that   a   professor   would   resort   to   ad   hominem   discourse   to   attack   a   student’s   work.   Despite   his   

invitation   to   respectful,   fact-based   dialogue,   Professor   Henry’s   fallacious   rhetoric   indicates   that   

he   actually   desired   the   opposite.   

11  Cho,   Joseph.   “Defenses   of   Marshall   dean   ignore   inclusivity   issues.”   Daily   Trojan.   
12  The   original   text   of   the   email   contained   the   misspellings   “socked”   and   “is”   



Moreover,    Professor   Henry’s   choice   to   contact   my   personal   email   address   instead   of   

using   official   channels   constitutes   borderline   harassment.   In   Editorial   Director   Breanna   de   Vera’s   

words,    Professor   Henry   “ought   to   have   written   a   letter   to   the   editor   instead   of   accosting   you   

directly.”   

Professor   Henry’s   assertion   that   my   opinion   piece   needed   more   specific   examples   also   

showed   an   unawareness   of   the   Opinion   genre,   which   is   supposed   to   be   concise   and   punchy.   de   

Vera   affirmed   that   I   had   the   discretion   to   cite   one   specific   incident   of   discrimination.   When   I   

included   multiple   statistics   and   other   forms   of   concrete   evidence   (in   other   drafts),   other   editors   

would   advise   me   to   cut   down   the   evidence   and   hone   in   on   a   few   specific   examples.   

Ultimately,   Professor   Henry’s   assertion   that   not   enough   evidence   exists   for   a   cultural   

problem   at   Marshall   is   totally   unfounded.   Had   he   read   my   original   article   carefully,   he   would   

have   noticed   that   Ogundu   was   referring   to   multiple   professors,   not   just   one,   which   suggests   

multiple   data   points.   This   adapted   version   of   my   article   indicates   that   Henry   now   has   many   

examples   to   choose   from.   

Following   de   Vera’s   instructions,   I   chose   not   to   respond   to   Professor   Henry’s   invitation   to   

“discuss.”   Meanwhile,   Henry   continued   to   email   me,   sending   results   of   a   Qualtrics   survey   he   

sent   to   students   who   had   taken   his   classes   in   the   past   two   semesters.     

Editor   in   Chief   Allen   Pham   suggested   that   Professor   Henry   write   a   letter   to   the   editor   

using   data   from   his   survey.   As   of   October   2020,   the   Daily   Trojan   is   still   awaiting   Professor   

Henry’s   response.   

In   the   wake   of   the   500+   accusations   posted   on   the   @black_at_usc   Instagram   account,   it   is   

imperative   that   we   listen   to   and   believe   those   experiencing   exclusion   and   discrimination   at   USC.   
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